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GREETINGS

Regards,
Vijayaraj.K.S,

Asst.Professor of English

As a New Editor, please let me start by 
conveying my gratitude to our Director 
Prof.Pushpa Shetty Madam and HOD 
Mrs.Hamsageetha Madam who have set up mile 
stone for this Newsletter. I am delighted to 
Publish our rst E-Newsletter of Aditya 
Institute of Management Studies & Research.

It gives us an opportunity to exhibit students’ talent in different aspect 
and department’s commitment towards academic and personal 
progression of the students. In order to keep the Newsletter widely 
interested and updated, we have, of course, continued the traditions of 
communicating signicant events and activities of AIMS&R. 

This Newsletter helps the viewer of AIMS&R website viewers to get to 
know the achievements & activities happening in the department to 
upgrade the students in all the aspects of their life. I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank all faculty members and non teaching staff who 
have involved in the process of making this Newsletter.

I feel very proud to be a part of Editors committee and look forward to 
publish our successful newsletters in the forth coming academic 
sessions.  
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BENGALURU

About Ins�tu�ons:
Aditya Group of Institutions established in the year 1998, aimed with the Motto of
moulding the future of upcoming youth. This Prestigious institution opens the door
of opportunities to those who are interested in pursuing quality education. It offers
courses such as Management, Pharmacy, Nursing, Architecture, PUC
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About AIMS & R
Aditya Institute of Management Studies 
and Research (AIMS & R) is the agship 
inst i tute under Aditya Group of 
Institutions. Since its inception in 2008, 
AIMS & R with a commitment for 
excellence has been marching ahead pro-
actively in providing quality education.

Centrally located adjoining the Bangalore International Airport, with the state of the art infrastructure, and high end 
student support facility AIMS & R attracts students not only from India but also from across the globe. Endowed with 
highly qualied and dedicated faculty from industry and academia, AIMS & R is committed to provide holistic 
education.

Why AIMS & R
Our Institution has state of the art infrastructure with well equipped laboratories, seminar halls, Auditorium, Digital 
Library with wi- -internet facility, Instrumentation room and other facilities.

Aditya Institute of Management Studies (AIMS & R) is the agship institute under Aditya Group of Institutions. Since 
its inception in 2008, AIMS & R with a commitment for excellence has been marching ahead pro-actively in providing 
quality education.

About Us:

Genesis
Aditya Institute of Management Studies and Research (AIMS & R) is the agship institute 
under Aditya Group of Institutions.  Since its inception in 2008, AIMS & R with a 
commitment for excellence has been marching ahead pro-actively in providing quality 
education. Centrally located adjoining the Bangalore International Airport, with the state of 
the art infrastructure, and high end student support facility AIMS & R attracts students not 
only from India but also from across the globe. Endowed with highly qualied and dedicated 
faculty from industry and academia, AIMS & R is committed to provide holistic education.

Embracing sustainable opportunities, advanced technology, innovation and creativity, AIMS 
& R endeavors to offer value based quality education to equip students with the right 
knowledge, attitude and competence to successfully overcome formidable challenges posed 
by the contemporary global economy as socially responsible corporate citizens.

 



Note from the Principal

Director's Message

We are glad to launch our first annual e-magazine of ADITYA –VOICE of Aditya Ins�tute of 

Management Studies & Research for the year 2018. We expect that this e-magazine will 

reach out not only to our internal stakeholders but also the external stakeholders. 

Every literary journey starts with an imaginary dream.  The journey of this magazine from 

the realm of conceptualisa�on to realism would not have happened without the collec�ve 

ini�a�ve efforts of the faculty, students in terms of its content, informa�on, crea�vity. 

Sincerely appreciate the dedicated   efforts of the editorial and technical team in pu�ng the 

contents in the most apt manner for the readers and ensured the comple�on of this voyage 

of pu�ng their heart and soul in designing this e-magazine. 

The college magazine is a pla�orm for students & faculty to express their crea�ve & innova�ve ideas, opinion, dreams and goals 

which takes the form of literary expression. In this regard this college magazine is indeed a pla�orm for students to reflect, 

create and innovate and express in literary genre. 

This annual e-magazine portrays as a document of various academic & co-curricular ac�vi�es ini�ated in the department 

showcasing the merits and achievement of both students and faculty. 

Hearty congratula�ons to the editorial and the technical team of the e-magazine and appreciate their efforts.  Sincerely wish 

that Aditya – voice con�nues to inspire the students now, tomorrow and in the years to come. 

Mentors of AIMS&R

Life is a progression from darkness to light, and knowledge is the beacon of light which 
illuminates our path to self-realization. Education trains one to act and think 
independently to produce individuals who consider services before self. With this 
motivation, a dedicated band of Philanthropists planted the seedlings of the present 
Aditya Institutions.

In the present age, competition is in almost every walk of life and hence the present 
decade is termed as the decade of competitions. Ironically, this challenging term 
seems to be missing in its true spirit in most of the modern educational institutions. 
The strong conviction of making a person educated in true sense and no merely a 
literate makes us a little different. We are also proud to offer the scholarship 
programmes for the deserving students who are meritorious and are deprived of 
availing quality higher education. 

Note from the Chairman

Dr.B.A.Vishwanath

Prof.Pushpa Shetty



What's new in Architecture???Events Galley

Industry Expert Lecture Series of Management Dec.2019

The program was conducted for MBA fresher by the department. It was inaugurated by director Prof. Pushpa She�y comprising series 

of lectures for eight long days on different management process in order to prepare the students for industry related employment.

Highlights of Inter-department cultural fest.

Fresher’s Day Celebra�on

The department organizes this party to give a warm welcome to the newcomers. Such par�es not only build their confidence but also add crea�vity to their levels. 

Students enjoy a fun evening with their peers and reminiscence the good �me spent with each other. This event creates many memories for the first year students 

and their seniors alike, with an array of cultural programmes.(

Gandhi Jayanthi Celebra�on

1) To understand the significance and commemorate the birth of the great leader.



What's new in Architecture???Events Galley

Trip to Innovative Film City

Industrial Visit to Bangalore Exhibi�on Centre

Teacher’s Day Celebra�on

Independence Day Celebra�on

With an aim to go beyond academics, industrial visit provides students a prac�cal perspec�ve of the place. 

It  helps to combine theore�cal knowledge with prac�cal knowledge.

To inculcate patrio�sm in the students to serve the na�on and remember the great leaders who lost their lives for the sake of na�on.

It is Celebrated to pay their respects to their Teachers and express their gra�tude.





What's new in Architecture???Events Galley

Industrial Visit to Glisten Project Solutions Pvt.Ltd, Bangalore. 

Dr.Ambedhkar Jayantni Celebra�on

Farewell Party

Placement Drive

Providing an opportunity to embark their career in the reputed firms.

It was the �me to bid good-bye to the final year students of the college to their best college life.

It is celebrated to commemorate the Birthday of Dr.Bhimrao Ramji Ambedhkar and his Contribu�on for the people of India.



Students’ Corner

THE WORLD

Great, wide, beautiful, wonderful world, 

With the wonderful water round you curled,

Find the wonderful grass upon your breast world,

You are beautifully dressed.

The wonderful wind is shaking the tree,

It walks on the water, and whirls the mills, 

And talks to itself on the top of the hills,

You friendly earth, how far do you go,

With the wheat elds that nod and the rivers that ow,

And people upon you far thousands of miles?

Ah! You are so great, and I am so small,

I tremble to think of you, world at all,

And yet, when i said my prayers today,

A whisper inside me seemed to say,

'You are more than the earth, though you are such a 
dot:
You can love and think, and the earth cannot!'
                                                                   -
NILOFER (B.Sc First Sem.)

TEN MANTRAS IN LIFE

The most damaging one lettered word
“I”- Avoid it.

The most satisfying two lettered word
“We”- Use it.

The most poisonous three lettered word
“Ego”- Kill it.

The most used four lettered word
“Love”- Value it.

The most pleasing ve lettered word
“Smile”- Keep it.

The fastest spreading six lettered word
“Rumour”- Ignore it.

The most enviable seven lettered word
“Success”- Achieve it.

The most nefarious eight lettered word
“Jealousy”-Distance it.

The most powerful nine lettered word
“Knowledge”- Acquire it.

The most essential ten lettered word 
“Condence”- Gain it.

                                    Mamtha S.S
                                    B.Sc First Sem.    

LAZYNESS WON'T GET YOU ANYWHERE

In ancient times, a king had his men place a boulder the bushes and watched to see if 
anyone would move the boulder out of the way. Some of the king's wealthiest merchant 
and courtiers passed by and simply walked around it. Many people blamed the king for 
not keeping the roadlear, but none of them did anything about getting the stone removed. 
One day, a peasant came along carrying vegetables upon approaching the boulder, the peasant laid down his 
burden. After much pushing and straining he nally managed.

The peasant went back to pickup his vegetables, he noticed a purse lying on the road where the boulder had 
been. The purse contained many gold coins and a note from the king explaining that the "Gold was for the 
person who removed the boulder from the road". On a roadways. He then hide in 

MORAL: Don't try to be a lazy, even if it is a small work to       be done, do it to your best and you'll get atleast 
a satisfaction to your work. Dechamma K.S

B.Sc (First Sem.)



Students’ Corner

Freedom of Speech is one of the fundamental rights provided to 
the citizens of India. It allows the citizens of our country to 
express their ideas and share their opinions freely. It allows the 
general public as well as the media to comment on any of the 
political activities and even show discontentment against the ones 
they nd inappropriate.

                Just like India many other countries also provide the Freedom of Speech and Expression to its citizens but 
with some limitations. The restrictions put on the Freedom of Speech vary from country to country. There are also many 
countries that do not allow this basic human right. The general public and the media in such countries are refrained 
from commenting on the activities carried out by the government. Criticism of government, political parties or 
ministers is a punishable offense in such countries.

While Freedom of Speech is essential for the overall growth of the society it may have certain negative repercussions 
too. People must not use it to disrespect or instigate others. The media must also act responsibly and not misuse the 
Freedom of Speech.

I am lucky to have born in India – a country that respects its citizens and provides them with all the rights that are 
needed for their growth and development.

Peer pressure can be positive as well as negative. Read on 

to know more about the positive and negative effects of peer 
pressure. Peer pressure is all about being accepted by the 
group. Just like adults, teens too get caught in the mesh of this 
urge to t in. In the process they often fail to realize that they 
might be indulging in activities that are either directly or 
potentially harmful to their well-being.
 Negative peer pressure can wreak havoc in the life of any 
individual. The adolescent or a teen mind is still in the process 
of development thereby, they are not really equipped to realize 
the harmful effects of peer pressure in a clear manner. Here it 
is important to understand that all peer pressure is not bad. 
Peer pressure can both be positive and negative and so are their 
Negative Effects of Peer Pressure
When you do not like a particular idea or when you have no 
inclination towards a particular eld, it is obvious that you 
won't like to go by it. For sure, you won't like to go that way. But 
it is you peer group, which may compel you on doing something 
you hate. In such cases, there are chances that you won't do 
well in those things. Things you do not enjoy doing cannot fetch 
you success. You cannot emerge successful in something you 
have never liked doing. So, it is important that you do not lose 
happiness of your life by succumbing to peer pressure. 

Positive Effects of Peer Pressure
Peer pressure is not always bad. It can help you analyze yourself and contemplate on your ways of life. Some of the 
practices that the masses follow may actually teach you the way of living. You may be able to change yourself for the 
better. Looking at what others do, can help you bring about a positive change in your way of thinking. If you can pick 
selectively, peer pressure can actually result in a positive change in your way of life.
Knowing what the masses follow exposes you to the world outside your home. You understand the things going on 
around you. You are exposed to a wide variety in human behavior. Exposure to peer pressure gives you an opportunity 
to think about their tastes and their outlooks towards life.



Swach Bharat Ini�a�ve

Swach Bharat mission was conducted in different rural areas by the students 
of AIMS&R which was initiated by Govt. of India. This is to bring about an 
improvement in the general quality of life in the rural areas, by promoting 
cleanliness, hygiene and eliminating open defecation. Students have removed 
plastic waste and segregated bio-degradable and non bio-degradable waste 
in the rural areas and visited some rural govt. schools to promote 
Swach Bharat Mission.   

Participants: B.Sc Biotech. (Second Year), B.Com (Second Year), B.Com (Third Year), BCA (Second Year), BBA (Second Year).
Co-ordinators: Mr.Moses Praveen, Mr.Sachhidanand Hegde, Mr. Vijayaraj, Mrs.Nagarathinam, Mrs.Sandhya, Mrs.Devi
      



#12, Kogilu Main Road, Maruthinagar, Behind Annapurneshwari Temple, 
Yelahanka, Bengaluru - 560 064

www.adityaedu.net

ADITYA GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS

CREATIVITY IS ALLOWING YOURSELF TO MAKE MISTAKES.
ART IS KNOWING WHICH ONES TO KEEP.

A Meme on Education

Editorial Committee: Mr.Vijayaraj. K.S, Mrs.Devi Rao
Designed by Mr.Mayur.

B.Com Second Year
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